
Passive Skills 39 

Chapter 39: Hand Cannon Unsealed 

Haha, not bad, not bad, another passive skill. 

“He is probably a fool. He is feeling so smug just because he got a skill point for free.” 

“If you’re given a skill point for free, you will laugh even more crazily.” 

Zhang Shan did not explain and displayed a skill description. 

Rebirth (passive): level 1 (acquired through talent, cannot be leveled up); revives in a healthy state 10 

sec after death; skill reset time: 24 hours. 

“F*ck, what kind of luck is this? He really got a passive skill from the monster.” 

“Six Guan must be cheating. Otherwise, why would all the good things happen to him?” 

“This passive skill is awesome. With two lives, no one can instant kill him.” 

“Yeah, why would players have such a perverse skill, destroying the game’s balance?” 

“That’s because you don’t have it. If you have it, you will not think so.” 1 

Everyone was jealous, but Zhang Shan was not surprised. He could understand. Passive King’s talent was 

too strong, and it was getting stronger and stronger. He really liked it, hehe. 

Once again, he was on the system announcement. Zhang Shan had already become a popular character 

in the New World. 

The world channel was once again in a frenzy. 

“This big shot must be having an affair with the New World. Everything good happened to him, and he 

got another skill point for free.” 

“Brother, you’re missing the point. The point is that today is Saturday, and there will be monsters 

attacking the city at 8 o’clock tonight.” 

“F*ck! Oh yes, I’m only level 13, and I’m covered in trash equipment. What use can I be when defending 

the city?” 

“You can do it. You can kill the big boss, the Demon General.” 

“That’s right. What level is the Demon General? Can we kill it?” 

“Will the NPCs help when the monsters attack the city? There’s an army in the city and a city lord. It 

should be very strong. Maybe the NPCs will take care of it without the players’ help.” 

“You’re thinking too much. If the NPCs will help, why do they need the participation of the players? 

Everyone can just watch the CG animation.” 



“We really have no better things to do. What’s there to argue about? Before the official launch of the 

event, there will be an update announcement on the official website. Otherwise, who would know how 

to play this monster siege event?” 

“That’s true. We’re mainly scared by the New World. For this event, there should indeed be an 

announcement on the official website. Pay attention to the information on the official website.” 

Zhang Shan did not care about the monster siege event at night. When it was time to know, he would 

naturally know. 1 

Right now, he mainly wanted to know what kind of changes the attributes of the divine artifact would 

have after it was unsealed. 

Arug’s Long-Barrelled Hand Cannon had been sealed by Master Lu. Every 10 levels, it would be unsealed 

once. Now that he was Level 20, it would be unsealed once. 

Let’s see what changes there were. 

Arug’s Long-Barrelled Hand Cannon (divine artifact): physical attack 2000-2000, agility +200, equipment 

level (sealed), level 20 currently. The divine artifact and equipment will be unsealed gradually as the 

player’s level increases. It will be unsealed once every 10 levels. Durability: it never wears out. Bound to 

the player, Six Guan Bodhisattva, cannot be dropped. 

Special effect 1: strong attack, physical attack increased by 10%. 

Special effect 2: hot-blooded, attack speed increased by 10%. 

Special effect 3: Holy Strike. When attacking, there is a chance to trigger the Holy Strike effect. It ignores 

the target’s defense, causing 10 times the damage. Chance of triggering: 1%. 

Special effect 4: Suppression. It has a suppression effect on targets below the level of divine artifact, 

reducing the target’s defense by 50%. 

The special effect did not change. The attack power increased by 1,000, and the agility increased by 100. 

It doubled immediately. It was very powerful. 

He did not know each time the equipment was unsealed, his attributes would double, or if he would 

gain 1,000 attack and 100 agility attributes? 

He would know when he reached level 30 and it was unsealed again. 

However, thinking about his level, Zhang Shan felt a headache. After reaching level 20, he would need 

even more EXP to level up. To level up to level 21, he would need 1,000,000 EXP. 1 

It was a little exaggerated. Even if Zhang Shan were to farm quickly, 1,000,000 EXP would still take him 

close to 10 hours, not to mention the others. 

If the other players’ equipment were not as good, they would only get around 10,000 EXP per hour. How 

long would it take them to level up? 

After unsealing his weapon once and equipping the Priest Cape, he had already become a boss-level 

character with high HP and high attack power. 



Moreover, he had two lives. Who could kill him? 

He checked his attributes. 

Character: Six Guan Bodhisattva 

Class: Hunter 

Title: Nemesis of the Demon Race 

Merit points: 1,400 (Sargeant) 

Level: 

Health points: 16,8 

Magic points: 5 

Physical attack: 2,969-2,9 

Magic attack: 40- 

Strength: 

Agility: 3 

Intelligence: 

Defense: 1... 

Luck 9 (randomly generated within a range of 1-10, luck is a hidden attribute and will never change.) 

Talent: Passive King (whenever a monster is killed, there is a chance to randomly obtain a passive skill 

from the monster, the chance is one in a million.) 

Skill 1, Headshot (passive); skill 2, Heavy Strike (passive); skill 3, Taming; skill 4, Bestowing Power 

(passive), skill 5, Eagle Eye (passive), skill 6, Rebirth (passive). 

Equipment: Arug’s Hand Cannon, Hand of Midas, Temple Ring, Priest Cape, Elven Leather Boots, Fine 

Iron Necklace, Fine Iron Ring, Leather Armor, Leather Hat, Leather Wrist Guard. 

His HP reached 16,800 was due to the cape. His own level 20 HP was only a fraction. Without any 

equipment, it would be a pathetic sight. 

His attack power was also close to 3,000. If he did not have a divine artifact, his total attack power 

would not exceed 1,000. 

The equipment was really too important. 

As for skills, Zhang Shan already had six skills. He was definitely the player with the most skills in the 

entire game. 

Out of the six skills, apart from Taming, they were all passive. The name of Passive King indeed lived up 

to its name. 



Hehe. 

No, he couldn’t be too proud. He had to keep a low profile. He hadn’t cleared the dungeon yet. 

... 

“Boss World, let’s do it together. Quickly get rid of the remaining two guards, and then destroy the 

priest to clear the dungeon,” said Zhang Shan. 

“Okay, Six Guan will be responsible to take down one. The other one will be led by Cannon. Little 

Secretary will take care of it, and the rest will come together. Let’s do it as soon as possible.” 

“The pressure is so great. Although Six Guan seemed to be leading smoothly, they are actually not that 

easy to deal with. It’s walking on a tightrope. If you are not careful, you will die.” Cannon of Storm 

ridiculed. 

“If the boss wants you to go, then go up quickly. What nonsense is there to talk about?” 

Zhang Shan did not bother about them. It couldn’t be more than 40 people unable to take care of one 

guard? If one or two of them died, it would not matter. The rest of them could also take care of it easily. 

The same old routine easily took care of the third guard. The rest of the team also took care of the other 

one. 

There was a minor accident during the process of luring the monsters. Cannon of Storm died. He ran too 

slowly and was caught by the guard. 

The guard only attacked him once and gave him a critical hit. He was instantly killed. He was still lying on 

the ground. 

“How embarrassing. Hehe.” 

“Look at Six Guan. He didn’t have any accidents after so many times. You were just killed with one hit.” 

“It’s just one word, noob. Compared to Big Boss Six Guan, pulling a guard is child’s play. You can even 

die with that. Noob.” 

Everyone ridiculed Cannon of Storm. Of course, they were only joking. The other members of the guild 

should be very familiar with each other. It wouldn’t be a problem even if they were joking. 

Actually, luring a guard was still difficult. The guard’s movement speed was much faster than a player’s. 

They had to grasp the rhythm properly. 

Otherwise, he could only lie down. 

“Alright, alright, stop talking. Don’t pull him up first. The cooldown of the Resurrection skill is too long. 

Save it for when you’re fighting a priest,” said Storm of the World. 

Cannon of Storm was lying on the ground... 1 


